
BEAUTY IS IN THE EYE OF THE GIFT BUYER
From grooming kits and classic colognes to the best lotions and potions around, 
Tanya Enberg finds the best for him and her in this gift guide round-up.

> FOR HER

To wrap or not to wrap, that is the
question. With the scrumptious
scents of Philosophy’s Shampoo,
Shower Gel & Bubble Bath (Vanilla
Bean Nutmeg, Christmas Cookie,
Candy Cane and Iced Orchid), the
biggest challenge here will be actually
gifting them. $21 at Sephora,
sephora.ca.

Give the gift of glowing skin with the Hard
Candy So Baked Trio featuring illuminating
cream for highlighting cheekbones, a
satiny-finish blush and warming,
sun-kissed bronzer. $9.98 at Walmart,
walmart.ca.

Winter hair
recovery comes
easy with Flow
Professional Hair
Care products,
with nourishing
shampoo,
conditioner,
detangler and the
super powerful
instantIntensity
30-second
treatment.
$19.99-$29.99 at
pro salons or
flowhaircare.com.

The limited edition Eos holiday collection is one sweet trio
(vanilla bean, sweet mint and pomegranate raspberry),
packed with soothing shea butter and vitamin E. The set
also includes glittery art for personalizing each balm. $9.99
at Loblaws, loblaws.ca and Walmart, walmart.ca.
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VERY LAST MINUTE GIFT GUIDE

> FOR HIM

Got a guy with edge? Meet the
Essential Rebels Kit, a
great-smelling four-piece collection
containing Advanced Clear Skin
Facial Cleanser, Advanced Clear
Skin Facial Scrub, Anti-Wrinkle
Moisturizer and Rehab Roller. It
comes in a cool screen-printed
burlap sack. $58 at
rebelsrefinery.com.

The secret is
out — men
want
good-looking
nails. Thankfully
the Quo Men’s
Manicure Kit
makes it easy
with all the
quick-fix
essentials,
including nail
clippers,
tweezers,
scissors and a
nail file. $15 at
Shoppers Drug
Mart, shoppers
drugmart.ca.

Gentle and nourishing, the Joe
Fresh cleansers and toner will get
skin off to a fresh and healthy
start for the new year. $12 at 
Joe Fresh, joefresh.ca.

Fitting for the classic gentleman,
Brooks Brothers Classic Cologne is
blended with citrus and jasmine
notes plus hints of herbaceous,
patchouli and sandalwood. $60 at
Brooks Brothers stores across
Canada, brooksbrothers.com.

Here’s a lip balm he won’t mind carrying around. The
Capital Vices Skull Lip Balm by Rebels Refinery does
what it needs to do with coconut and almond oils to
help soothe and hydrate lips, while packing a cool
punch at the same time. $7.99 at rebelsrefinery.com.

Smooth feet for dudes? You bet.
Dry, rough skin gets the boot with
the Micro Pedi Man. The device’s
micro-mineral roller spins 360
degrees, 30 times per second,
gently buffing even the toughest of
skin from the soles and heels.
$49.99 at Shoppers Drug Mart,
shoppersdrugmart.ca or
micropedi.ca.

Travel in style with the
durable Brooks Brothers
Leather Travel Toiletry
Case, crafted in Italy
and featuring two
generous zippered
compartments for
on-the-go toiletries.
$298 at Brooks Brothers
stores across Canada,
brooksbrothers.com.

Cosmetic
brushes get the
royal treatment
with the deluxe
Quo Cosmetics
Backstage Brush
Set. The set
includes eight
must-have
makeup brushes
with stunning
gold handles.
$70 at Shoppers
Drug Mart,
shoppersdrug
mart.ca.

Sparkle and
shine with
party-ready nail
polish from Joe
Fresh in Gold
Crystal. $6 
at Joe Fresh,
joefresh.ca.

The smart Micro Nail
electric polisher brings
brilliant shine and
smoothness to nails in
seconds, rotating
through 360 degrees,
fending against tough
ridges and staining for
flawless nails fast.
$59.99 at micronail.ca
or Shoppers Drug Mart,
shoppersdrugmart.ca.

Get the season cracking with the Quo
Cosmetics Cracker Set. Each cracker
contains a pretty mini lip gloss and
eyeshadow. $20 for a set of four at
Shoppers Drug Mart, shoppersdrugmart.ca.

Good things come to those who
receive the Most Wonderful
Things holiday set from
Philosophy. The kit is packed
with skin-loving essentials from
the much-loved brand, including
Purity Made Simple cleanser,
Microdelivery Peel and activator,
Time in a Jar age-defying serum,
Time in a Bottle high-potency
vitamin C activator and Renewed
Hope in a Jar moisturizer. $79 at
Hudson’s Bay, thebay.com.

Jason Brown has been building web-
sites for businesses since he was 16
years old. But October of this year
marked his most ambitious project.
As founder and CEO of GiftFind.ca,
the 26-year-old unleashed his com-
prehensive price comparison site
just in time for the busy holiday
shopping season. 

“I shop online a lot,” says Brown.
“But it can be a big headache. Many
retailers sell the same products and it
can take you hours and hours to find
what you’re looking for at the cheap-
est price.” 

Brown launched GiftFind.ca to fill a
perceived hole in the Canadian mar-
ket by helping consumers locate
name-brand products at the lowest

possible cost. “I felt there wasn’t any-
one in the marketplace doing a good
job at aggregating all the really good
e-commerce sites and making the
experience easy for Canadians,” he
says. 

His website features more than 300
million products from 500-plus re-
tailers such as Amazon, Best Buy,
Home Depot and Walmart. “Every
big name in shopping is re-
presented,” says Brown. GiftFind.ca
doesn’t sell any products, but rather
directs users to the stores with the
lowest prices selling the items
they’re seeking.

Shoppers can check out the site’s
product and video reviews to narrow
down shopping choices. And if you’re
stuck on what to get a niece or neph-
ew for a milestone birthday, you can
type ‘21st birthday gifts’ into the tool
bar to get ideas. (Potential GiftFind
options included a T-shirt embla-
zoned ‘Made in 1994’ and the Big Bad
Ass Book of Shots.) “We have colour

and price filters as well, so you can
customize your search,” says Brown. 

Brown expects a GiftFind mobile
app to be released soon as well, but in
the interim, he says, the website is
mobile friendly.

GiftFind may be the newest shop-
ping comparison site, but it certainly
isn’t the only one available in Cana-
da. ShopBot.ca has been a player in
the market since 2004 and offers a
full range of shopping categories
from computers to wine and gifts, as
well as a collection of products and
stores you may not find on other
price comparison sites. It too directs
you to the retailer with the lowest
price. And fully two-thirds of its re-
tailers are Canadian.

In addition, Shoptoit.ca, launched
in 2005, boasts a comprehensive se-
lection of stores and products and
Pricegrabber.ca and PriceFinder.ca
both offer a product selection more
heavily weighted on the side of elec-
tronics. 

For shoppers, the range of price
comparison websites offers an op-
portunity to let your fingers do the
walking, sussing out the best deal on
just about anything. 

The caveat: make sure you’re com-
paring apples to apples. For instance,
many price comparison tools direct
you to U.S., as well as Canadian web-

sites. But, although prices may ini-
tially appear lower for the American
retailers, when you shop Canadian
e-commerce sites you won’t be sur-
prised by extra charges for taxes, du-
ty and processing at the border. Look
for a Canadian flag in the corner of
the site, or .ca as opposed to .com on
the website name. 

IN SEARCH OF THE LOWEST PRICE
New site helps Canadian
shoppers find best deals
being offered by retailers

CAMILLA CORNELL 
SPECIAL TO THE STAR

GiftFind.ca hunts for the lowest price for an item sold by Canadian retailers.
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